
THE SYMBOLIC SIGNIFICANCE OF METHUSELAH AS

The Symbolic Significance of Methuselah as It Reflects the Price Family in Specific and the Congo in General in the
Book "The Poisonwood.

The Poisonwood Tree Nathan first encounters the Poisonwood tree while planting his demonstration garden.
In the native language the word "bangala" can mean "dearly beloved" if spoken slowly, or else "Poisonwood
Tree" if spoken quickly. Nathan, by contrast, sins through his willful ignorance, through his refusal to learn
anything about the culture around him, and to enlarge and deepen his understanding of the world. It is in the
Garden of Eden that Adam and Eve, the original man and woman, ate from the Tree of Knowledge thereby
imbuing all future generations of human being with original sin. The very act of planting the garden rests upon
one of the wildly inappropriate attitudes that the Prices carry with them. Year is Shelah's age mistaken by
Chinese as YU from bc blessing Reu at age 6 in bc. But their plea was in vain; even while Noah was engaged
in building the ark the wicked made sport of him and his work, saying: "If the Flood should come, it could not
harm us. By the biblical account he came of hardy stock: all his forebears lived for between and years except
for his father, Enoch, who lived to be  In this depiction of the Harrowing of Hell , Methuselah is portrayed as
leading the procession of the righteous behind Jesus , along with Solomon , the Queen of Sheba , and Adam
and Eve. The venture reveals Nathan's blind arrogance, the belief that the Congolese are so backward that they
have no idea how to grow their own food. In a very similar way, Methuselah was kept in a cage by the humans
against its will only because it was a weaker creature. The imprisonment and freedom of Methuselah can
symbolize the current and the future conditions of the Price family as well as the colonization and
independence of The Congo. Hess also reads mutu based on wide appearance in names in the region. The
novel is set in the late 20th century in a village of The Congo call Kilanga. He eventually begins to slowly die
because he left Earth's atmosphere, and dedicates the remainder of his days to the betterment of Mankind. The
Poisonwood's primary role in the story, though, is in the form of a linguistic accident. Gardens, in particular
the Garden of Eden, play a prominent role in Christian tradition. In the latter vision, men are represented as
animals - the righteous are white cattle and sheep, the sinners and enemies of Israel are black cattle and wild
animals. That makes Jesus Meth-Shelah even though he was only 33, it was the death of the oldest person in
existence since he was created first by God before the angels. We are too tall; and, moreover, we could close
up with our feet [which were of monstrous size] the springs from below.


